1. Introduction. The problem on the conditions of intersection of a family of curves was suggested by S. Lie 2 and systematically studied by F. Engel. 8 Under the latter's initiative extensive researches have been made on the subject. 4 It is the aim of the present paper to point out the relations between this type of problems and the geometry of paths, thus obtaining the geometrical interpretation of some irn-» portant invariants of a system of paths. To be definite, we consider in an (w + l)-dimensional space a 2w-parameter family of paths. By using Pfaffian forms, we can define the tensor of the lowest order of the paths in a simple way. This tensor is essentially the one which plays a rôle in the so-called inverse problem of the calculus of variations. 6 It turns out that its vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition for the conditions of intersection of neighboring paths to be given by a system of Monge's equations of the second degree. which can also be written in a Pfaffian system (2) dy* -p*dx = 0, dp i -F*(x, y\ p*)dx = 0, where p { are auxiliary variables. To simplify our calculations we introduce the following Pfaffian forms
T ' . dp -F*dx -(dF'/dp 19 dp' dp* dxXdp 4 / Here, as throughout this paper, Latin indices run from 1 to », repeated indices denote summation, and the operator d/dx denotes total differentiation with respect to x along any of the paths, that is,
By a simple calculation we find while Çjjt are functions formed from F* and H whose expressions do not interest us. The n 2 quantities Q) constitute a tensor in the following sense. Let
be a point transformation which carries our paths to a system of paths of the space (x, ^). Suppose the new paths be defined by the Pfaffian system
from which the forms w\ f l and the functions 3?' , (5* can be defined in a similar way. Under this assumption there exist functions u, u^ u* t r*, $* such that
Taking the bilinear covariants of the above equations and comparing the coefficients on both sides, we obtain 
Let Vj and s be defined by the equations
i\ being the well known Kronecker symbol. Then the first three sets of equations of (9) The quantities Q) differ slightly from similar ones employed by Douglas. 6 The condition Q\^0 makes them obey a simpler transformation law.
3. Conditions of intersection of paths. Let the system of finite equations defining the family of paths be
We can consider C" as coordinates in a 2w-dimensional space R^n whose points are our paths. Paths are said to be neighboring if the corresponding points are infinitely near. Let Y and T' be two neighboring paths defined by the parameters C" and C a +8C" respectively. In order that they intersect, we must have
The system of n -1 equations obtained by eliminating x from (13) gives the conditions of intersection. The n -\ equations are independent, otherwise the paths intersecting a given path would depend on more than n+l essential parameters, which case is excluded* We proceed to show how the conditions of intersection can be treated most simply by our symbolism. Let us introduce two differential operations d and S, the operation d denoting the variation along the path, while d denotes the change from one path to the other. By definition they satisfy the conditions dx 5* 0, dC° = 0, hx** 0, SO 5* 0, so that
According to the theory of completely integrable Pfaffian systems, the last 2n equations can be solved in terms of ôC", thus expressing ÔC" as linear combinations of o>*(6) and 7r*(ô).
Suppose that the system giving the conditions of intersection consists only of Monge 's equations of the second degree:
We express the left-hand side in terms of co^S) and 7r f (5), getting The left-hand side of the preceding equation is independent of x, so that the same is true of the right-hand side. Thus we have
To expand (18) we notice that from (5) we have d»'(8) -dxw\t) + (dtf/dp* + «ifl)<tew*(*)/2,
Substituting these expressions into (18) Conversely, suppose $ = 0. We regard &«= -b' u as functions of x t C a and consider the system of (w -l)n/2 partial differential equations db ik /dx + (1/2)(MW#* + brfFi/dp*) -0, where dF* dF J '(x, G m , dG m /dx) dp 1 ~ dp 1
Let by be n -1 sets of integrals satisfying the initial conditions that all (&»,)a!-«o vanish except \b\ c+i) x^xo ^ ~~ {bé+ii) %**xo * !•
